THE NEW WITCH'S GUIDE
PART THREE
FINDING YOUR PATH

The More the Merrier Path

Find a Merry Path
to Study

Where are you headed, Witch?
You will often hear of different categories to describe witches, usually terms like
eclectic, secular, hereditary, solitary, Alexandrian, or Dianic. The different
meanings and definitions can be confusing and overwhelming if you're just
starting out on your path.
Instead of trying to find a label for yourself, look at witchcraft as a series of paths.
Paths are winding and often fork out into many different directions. This is very
similar to the study of witchcraft. There are a great many paths you can take and a
lifetime of study in each one, so try to avoid narrowing your path down to fit into a
label.

What Calls to You?
Have you felt a yearning to study a particular area of witchcraft? Has a path
called to you for some time and you are finally responding to it?
In this section, we have set out five possible beginner paths into witchcraft.
There are many, many more, but these particular paths are easily accessible
and provide a good foundations for learning about other facets of the Craft.

DIVINATION
Divination is the practice of using tools to gain insight or seek
answers. The tools act as an amplifier for messages or guidance
sent from the higher-self or spirit.
Divination can take a myriad of different forms. Some of the most
popular methods include scrying, tarot cards, pendulums, tea
leaves, and runes.
Whichever method you choose to use, it's important to remember
that the most essential ingredient in any divination session is your
own intuition, By regularly practising with a divination tool, you
exercise your intuition in much the same way that you exercise your
muscles at the gym. Divination techniques hone and refine your
intuition and enable you to strengthen your connection with your
higher-self.
People often mistake divination for fortune-telling, but this is not
what it is. Divination is about seeking guidance or insight. If you are
not happy with the prediction of a particular outcome, know that you
have the power to change the path and that divination will guide you
to the right options.

TAROT
Getting your hands on a tarot deck is a great way to start using
your intuition and divination skills. Reading tarot is a complex
subject, but the good news is that you do not need to be a
master to tap into messages from the divine. Here some tips to
get you started.
Beginner tarot tips
- Choose a deck you are called to. This can mean you like the
deck's energy, artwork, size, theme, or style. Note: the most
commonly referred to deck is the Rider Waite-Smith deck.
-Begin by looking closely every single card in your chosen
deck. Get to know the pictures and their details. Consider the
artist's choices and the information about each card in the
accompanying guidebook.
- The first part of tarot to focus on learning is the Major Arcana.
- We have included a three card reading layout in the bonus
materials. Practise using this reading for different scenarios.
Journal about it each night to track your progress. Add more
cards to your pull once you feel confident.

CRYSTAL BALL
Due to their perfectly spherical shape, crystal balls emit energy
equally in all directions. This makes crystal balls a powerful hub
of energy that can be used to divine messages or guidance.
Crystal balls come in all kinds of materials, from moonstone to
obsidian. However, if you want to use the ball for scrying, then it
is best to work with a clear quartz crystal ball.
How to scry:
- Prepare the crystal ball by cleansing and charging it. You can
achieve this by cleaning it with moon water (if it is a water-safe
stone), leaving it in the light of the full moon or passing it
through smoke.
- Prepare the room by dimming the lights, lighting a few
candles and making sure you won't be disturbed.
- Clear your mind by performing a short meditation.
- Focus your gaze on the ball. As your conscious mind begins to
dissipate, you should start to see a mist forming in the ball. With
practice, you should be able to see symbols and scenarios
within that mist.

RUNES
An ancient form of oracle used by those seeking advice and
guidance, runes have a very long and interesting history dating
back to the ancient Germanic and Nordic tribes of Northern
Europe.
Runic inscriptions have been found on jewellery, weapons, and
stones from the 3rd century AD, but it is suspected that they
may have been around for much, much longer than that. There
are many types of runes but the most commonly known are
the Elder Futhark set, which use between 24-25 runes.
Reading the runes is not a form of fortune telling. Rather, the
runes provide guidance on a situation, perhaps where the
information is incomplete. Runes are cast in two ways:
1. By drawing them at random from a bag to make a tarot-like
spread.
2. By casting them onto a surface and deciphering the
meanings.

PENDULUM
Pendulums are a very simple form of divination using a small
suspended weight. One of the best divination tools for
beginners, pendulums are easy to make, buy, use, and read. This
is because the information you receive from a pendulum
actually comes from you, and the answers are usually a
straightforward yes or no..
The unconscious mind is exceptionally good at picking up on
messages and universal knowledge, but these messages can
sometimes get lost in the jumble of our consciousness.
Pendulums help us to bypass the conscious mind and directly
access the subconscious instead.
How to use a pendulum:
- Hold the pendulum between the thumb and finger of your
dominant hand., allowing the weight to hang freely.
- Clear your mind and ask the pendulum a question.
- We have included a pendulum board in your extra materials
which you can use to get specific answers from your pendulum.

CRYSTALS
Crystals are a gift from Mother Earth that are capable of receiving,
transmitting, amplifying, and storing certain energies. Crystals
vibrate at a higher frequency than humans, so they can help us
raise our personal vibration and clear away low vibrations just by
proximity. This is particularly helpful to witches, as high vibrations
are ideal for powerful, effective spellwork. Thus, many witches
devote themselves to learning all they can about different
crystals and their magick-inducing properties.
Since crystals change energy vibrations, it is helpful to know how
different crystals achieve this. We have provided you three
beginner crystal reference lists, broken down by crystal function.
The first is a list of common crystals used to absorb various
negative vibes. The second is a list of common crystals used to
amplify positive energies. The third list suggests effective stones
for opening and balancing chakras, which are the main energy
centres on the body.

Common Crystals and Their Basic Energy Use
Absorbs This Vibe

Amplifies This Vibe

Uncertainty - Black tourmaline

Love - Rose quartz

Broken heart - Rhodonite

Health - Jade

Poor health - Amber

Renewal - Smoky quartz

Anxiety - Hematite

Motivation - Aquamarine

Lethargy - Turquoise

Grounding - Obsidian

Financial woes - Tiger's eye

Problem solving - Moonstone

Depression - Fluorite

Spiritual connection - Selenite

Disorganization - Lapis lazuli

Witchy power and creativity - Labradorite

Common Crystals and Their Basic Energy Use
Chakra Openers
Crown Chakra - Clear quartz
Third Eye Chakra - Amethyst
Throat Chakra - Sodalite
Heart Chakra - Aventurine
Solar Plexus Chakra - Citrine
Sacral Chakra - Carnelian

Ways to Recharge Crystals
The energy of crystals dulls as they are handled or
used, much like a battery. Here are four easy ways to
recharge your crystals.
1. Place them outside under moonlight.
2. Leave them in the sunlight.
3. Pass them through smoke.
4. Bathe them in sound, from a bell, gong or drum.

Root Chakra - Jasper
Avoid immersing crystals in water unless you are sure
they are water friendly crystals.

ELEMENTAL
WITCHCRAFT
Elemental witchcraft is the practice of using and honouring the elements in
spellwork and ritual.
Often, a witch will feel drawn to one particular element and will utilise the
power of it to cast spells corresponding to its characteristics. For example,
water could be used in spells for emotion, earth for grounding, fire for
illumination, and air for communication.
It is important to remember that elements are essentially neutral, so they
can be employed for both light and dark workings., but that they can also
be unpredictable, so they must be treated with the greatest respect. Some
witches have a representation of each element on their altar to honour the
energy of these forces.
In the following pages, we have provided some examples of elemental
magick for you to try. We recommend keeping a record of spell work by
recording the details on the spell sheets which are also in the extra
materials section.

Elemental Magick for You to Try
EARTH

AIR

Use earth magick to break a bad habit.

Use air magick to cleanse objects of low energy.

Write your bad habit on a piece of paper.
Place the paper in a small jar.
Add lemon juice to sour your interest in the habit.
Add thyme for strength and willpower.
Add nails or tacks to attack the bad habit.
Cover the jar securely.

Do your tools need a recharge?
If it is a breezy day, simply place any tools, crystals, altar
adornments, or houseplants that need renewal in path of
the breeze via open window or secure outdoor location.

Bury the jar outside during the waning moon period.
Leave the jar there for a season, or however long it takes to
break your habit. Dig it up, flush the contents in the toilet.
Cleanse the jar with moon water.

Once the items are situated, raise your hand and incant
"As air blows truth and prophecy.
cleanse my tools of low energy."
Let the objects sit in the breeze for an hour. Ring a bell to
release them from the cleansing state and return to a state
of ready aid.

Elemental Magick for You to Try
WATER

FIRE

Use water magick to stop someone from gossiping about you.

Use candle magick to call a lost item back to you.

Write the name of the person on a small piece of paper.
Fill a small cup or bowl with warm water. Stir in one large
scoop of sugar in three clockwise motions.
Drop in the paper with the name on it.
Cover with cling wrap or another see through cover.

You will need:
1 candle (pink or white) placed in or near a
bowl of salt dressed with rosemary and lavender

Sit the potion directly in front of the sunniest window in your
home
Leave sit for three days.
Allow the sugar, warm water, and healing sunlight to sweeten
their attitude and repair any damage.

When centered, light the candle. Speak the incantation:
"I summon thee, back to me. Return home safe.
So mote it be."
Direct the energy from the flame to reach the object and give
it your message. When you feel the message has been
received, blow out the candle and expect results within 7 days.

HEARTH & KITCHEN
WITCHCRAFT
Hearth and kitchen witches infuse magick into tools, materials,
and processes used in homemaking and cooking.
Hearth witchery refers to the use of magick in homemaking.
There are plenty of ways to build, repair, clean, decorate, and
protect your home using witchcraft. Try your hand at the few
different methods of hearth witchery below and perhaps you
will start to feel a magickal difference in your home ambience.
Kitchen Witchery refers to the use of magick in nourishing
bodies and souls. Through the magickal cultivation, preparation,
cooking, and consuming of food, the kitchen witch raises the
energy of metabolic input to achieve maximum power witchy
output.

Hearth Witchery for You to Try
Home Protection Ritual

Liberally toss 1/4 of the mixture in each direction, while chanting:

You will need:
1/4 cup salt (to represent earth)
2 tablespoons rosemary (to represent fire)
Besom (to represent air)
Moon water (to represent water)

(East) "By the power of air I protect this home from misfortune"
(North) "By the power of earth I protect this home from hunger"
(West) "By the power of water I protect this home from ignorance"
(South) *By the power of fire I protect this home from evil"

Mix salt and rosemary together in a bowl by stirring in a clockwise
motion. Once thoroughly mixed draw a pentagram on top with
your finger to charge the potion.
Stand in the threshold of your doorway with the door open.
Begin by facing east.

Now sweep the salt and rosemary clear of your floor and
threshold, while chanting
"I sweep once to banish negativity
I sweep twice to banish scarcity
I sweep thrice to banish fear"
Repeat the chant until you have cleaned the area.
Finish by sprinkling moon water on the freshly swept threshold to
seal the ritual.

Hearth Witchery for You to Try
Money Bowl Magick
Keep a magickal money bowl on your kitchen counter to
draw money and abundance into your life.
Take a small bowl and fill it halfway with fresh ground coffee.
Add one tablespoon cinnamon and a bay leaf.
Consider sprinkling on nutmeg, allspice or basil if you have
these to hand.
Dress the bowl with coins or paper money.
Light a green or white candle next to the bowl to activate.
Speak this incantation:
"Bowl of plenty, Fill thyself
Bring me riches and great wealth
Hurry money, come to me
As I will it, so mote it be."
Blow out the flame to seal the spell.

Salting the Vibe
Salt is a great way to clear away negative energy as it
absorbs bad vibes. Here are two ways to take advantage of
the balancing power of salt.
Salt Bowl
Strategically place a small bowl of salt in heavily frequented
areas of your home. Feel free to decorate it with flowers and
herbs. Refresh the bowl by changing it every week or so.
Salt and Sweep
Sprinkle salt over your floors and carpets just before you plan
to sweep or vacuum. Let the salt sit for 10 minutes. Vacuum
up the negativity.

Common Cooking Ingredients and their Magickal Correspondences
Herbs

Spices

Sage - Intuition and cleansing
Thyme - Health and strength
Oregano - Family and courage
Basil - Luck and money
Mint - Money and prosperity
Rosemary - Love and protection
Chamomile - Anxiety relief
Yarrow - Protection
Lavender - Intuition and calming
Marjoram - Love and happiness
St. John's Wort - Inner power
Bay leaf - Psychic power and wish granting

Allspice - Increase and abundance
Turmeric - Health and passion
Black Pepper - Dispel negativity
Star Anise - Anxiety relief
Cayenne - Quickening and removing
Cocoa - Grounding and stress relief
Ginger - Health and sobriety
Nutmeg - Money and prosperity
Clove - Aphrodisiac and wealth
Garlic - Protection against evil
Cinnamon - Romance and money
Cardamom - Self love

Kitchen Witchery for You to Try
Orange and Clove Charm
You will need
Fresh orange, skin on
Whole cloves
Ribbon or string
Orange symbolizes joy and cloves attract abundance.
Press the cloves into the skin of the orange. It may be helpful
to pre-punch the holes with a toothpick. As you press each
clove, focus on your gratitude for a different blessing in your
life.
Tie a string or ribbon around the orange so you can hang the
charm to attract even more blessings your way.

Cooking With Love Sachet
You will need
Small muslin bag
Thumbtack
Rosemary
Marjoram
Rose quartz crystal
Place the herbs and crystal in the bag. Knot the bag closed
with an intention of infusing love into all your cooking.
Thumbtack the sachet to a location near your stove or oven,
safely away from open flame, of course!
Hang the strings of the muslin bag from the thumbtack.
Let the love energy flow from the sachet to all your cooking!

Kitchen Witchery Money Bread Recipe
Bake bread made with abundance-drawing ingredients like
eggs, cinnamon, nutmeg, apple, and vanilla.

Directions

Ingredients
1/2 cup flour
3/4 cup sugar
3/4 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1/4 tsp nutmeg
2/3 cup vegetable oil
2 eggs
1/2 tsp vanilla
2 peeled and chopped apples

Preheat oven to 350°F/175°C.
Mix dry ingredients together.
Mix oil, eggs, vanilla and add to dry ingredients.
Fold in apples and mix thoroughly.
Scrape entire mixture into a greased 9x5 loaf tin.
Top with cinnamon sugar.
Bake 45-60 minutes until center is dry.
Let cool for five minutes.
Remove from loaf tin and enjoy once cooled!

SUMMARY
The chances are, you have been feeling a pull towards a
particular path of witchcraft for some time. Whether you seek the
guidance of tarot cards, the satisfaction of infusing magic into
your cooking, or the excitement of working with fire, the various
paths into witchcraft are all united by one thing - a desire to learn
more.
Divination techniques are a great way to hone intuition. Consider
starting your path with tarot cards, scrying, runes or a pendulum.
Working with crystals teaches about energy and the effect that
different vibrations can have on day-to-day life, which is a great
foundation for spellwork.
Elemental witchcraft helps you to tap into the power of the
natural world and cultivate a relationship with the building blocks
of the universe.
Hearth and kitchen witchery are ideal ways to incorporate
witchcraft into your day-to-day life. They are also perfect for
anyone who is practising in secret.
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